Celebrating the Spring 2020 Seniors

Department of Natural Sciences
Bowie State University
Wednesday May 13, 2020
12 pm
Agenda

◆ Welcome and Opening Remarks - Dr. George Ude, Chair, Department of Natural Sciences
◆ Greetings from Dr. Judith Kirkpatrick, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
◆ Greetings from Dr. George Acquaah, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
◆ Video Presentation from Faculty - Dr. Tyesha Burks
◆ Guest Speaker - Dr. Aaron Bolds, Alumnus
◆ Alumni Opportunities to give back to the Department of Natural Sciences - Dr. Jacqueline Smith
◆ Two Responses from the Spring 2020 Semester Graduates
◆ Closing - Dr. George Ude, Chair, Department of Natural Sciences
Rita Dill

- Plans to pursue a PhD in Chemistry at the University of Maryland College Park. Rita was awarded the prestigious Milligan Fellowship
Dante Hamiel

- Plans to obtain a MS in Biomedical Engineering at NYU Taldon School of Engineering with areas of interest in regenerative medicine and rehabilitation medicine
Ryan Burton

- Plans to pursue a MS in Public Health with a focus in Epidemiology and later a PhD in Epidemiology
Kenosha Gonsalves

- Aspires to work in the fertility field and become an Embryologist; Later plans to complete a Master’s in Genetic Counseling

- “I’m so proud to be graduating from Bowie State University!”
Rebecca Akingbade

- Plans to go to PA School and be an investor
Simbiat Yusuf

- Plans to pursue an MBA in Biotechnology; Jeremiah 29:11
Isata Yokie

- Plans to travel to Africa to conduct research on Sickle Cell Disease and pursue a PhD in Public Health
Nyiah Jordan

- Plans to become a Forensics Scientist
Mamusu Turay

- Plans to attend Howard University’s Dental Hygiene Program
Jessica Williams

- Plans to be a medical assistant
Keith Smith

- Plans to take time off and then pursue graduate school
Jada Alexander

- Plans to work at a Pediatric Rehabilitation Program and later pursue a career as a Pediatric Psychiatrist
Alexis Lovett

- Plans to enter an EMT program
Gabriel Gonzalez

- Will work as a medical assistant while studying for MCAT
Kayla Tucker

- Will pursue a PhD in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Precious Tatum

- Plans to attend Medical School
Jalend Hill

- Plans to attend Pharmacy School
Andrew Dixon

► Congratulations!
Jeffrey Harrison

- Plans to pursue a graduate degree in Microbiology or Entomology
Tanisha Sparrow-Haythorne

- Congratulations!
Kianna Young

- Plans to pursue a Master’s Degree
- “Work hard in silence, let your success be your noise.” - Frank Ocean
Bashir Lamptey

- Plans to take a gap year and then pursue a Doctorate in Physical Therapy
Monae Richardson

► Congratulations!
Javon Scott

- Congratulations!
Tydia Thorton

- Congratulations!
Richard Boateng

- Congratulations!
Olukayode Komolafe

► “Your value doesn’t decrease based on someone’s inability to see your worth.”
Olushola Olaitan

- Congratulations!
Madeleine Ndema

- Congratulations!
Dinah Harvey

- Congratulations!
Imani Vega

- Congratulations!
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Guest Speaker

- Dr. Aaron Bolds, Alumnus
- Howard University Medical School
- Nth Dimension Scholar 2014
- Resident Physician at Mt. Sinai Medical Hospital in New York City, New York

Bowie State University Department of Natural Sciences welcomes back Dr. Aaron Bolds!
Alumni Opportunities

❖ Stay connected to the Department of Natural Sciences!
Graduate Spotlight

Responses from the Spring 2020 Department of Natural Sciences Graduates!